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1. Overview 
DSHIP Extraction is used for extracting and compressing data of the data stock acquired by 
DAVIS-SHIP. Access is possible directly from the client stations by means of a Web browser 
(such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Browser). 

The processing steps are performed in batch mode. The user generates orders in dialog 
mode which will be executed by the system. The actual processing is done off-line by a 
server program within DAVIS-SHIP. The result consists of files which are saved on an FTP 
server and can be accessed by the user. If accordingly set during order creation, an e-mail 
informs the user after the order has been executed. 

The selection of the respective data source (FullData, 10MinRecs), the combination of se-
lected data (sensors), the method of value determination, the time periods and intervals 
(grids) as well as a multitude of settings for the output format are made individually. 

The operator can use prepared selections (extraction profiles) to facilitate recurring extrac-
tions. These prepared selections can either be predefined templates for the whole system 
(system templates) or user-specific, personally predefined selections (user orders). The user-
specific predefined selections are stored on the server and, thus, do not depend on a specific 
workstation. 

Apart from the file that contains the actual values, a description file comprising the settings 
and selections as well as a log file with possible error messages are delivered as result of 
the data extraction. All the results are presented in ASCII format, i.e. in readable form. The 
values are output in tabular form. Each line lists all the values of the selected channels for a 
respective time. The values of each line are separated by a separator (e.g. tabulator) which 
can be defined by the user. Thus, further processing of data by means of evaluation tools 
(e.g. Excel) is facilitated. 

Data can be compressed during extraction, which means that it is not necessary to output 
each single value; instead data are delivered in defined intervals. It is possible to deliver 
minimum, maximum and average values, variances and standard deviations in addition to 
spot values (grids). The method for averaging depends on the used sensors. 

Another way to extract data is to use the ODBC (Open DataBase Connectivity) technology. 
The supplied ODBC driver provides access to special DAVIS-SHIP databases. Among these 
databases are the 10MinRecsDB and the StationbookDB. Thus, it is possible to acquire and 
process DAVIS-SHIP data with the help of user-specific programs. 
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2. Web Extraction 
For order creation via DAVIS-SHIP data extraction, a Web server is available on the 
DSHIP_Admin_Host. There is no other way to access data. 

On board you can reach the start frame for order creation on the Intranet. There you will find 
a link to "DSHIP Data Extraction". 

 

Fig. 1: HTML-start frame DAVIS-SHIP 

The orders are generated in a dialog by means of HTML pages. The selections and entries 
are made in several steps. 
 
Note: JavaScript must be activated in the used browser. Otherwise it is not possi-

ble to execute the extraction. 
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2.1 User log-in and Selection of Data Source 
Apart from specific information on devices and sensors, an order also contains details about 
the user. These details are used e.g. for locating user-specific records (user template) as 
well as for administration purposes within the extraction processes. Therefore the user has to 
identify himself by his user name and the first part of his e-mail address. 

1. Click the link Database Access to enter the start page for data extraction. 

 

Fig. 2: Start page DAVIS-SHIP database access 

The user has to authenticate and choose the kind of database access. 

2. Type in your user name (<first name> <surname>). It is advisable to apply the op-
erator’s name as User name. 
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3. Check the automatically set name in the text box Mail name. If the proposed mail 
name does not match the user mail account established in the mail system, please 
adjust it accordingly. 

 
Note: The mail name will not be set automatically, if only the first or the last name 

has been typed in. In this case the e-mail address up to the @-Symbol must 
be typed in manually. The mail name should be unique as it is also used for 
filing the User orders. Users with identical mail names would otherwise have 
the same user data in the system. 

 
4. Do one of the following: 

• To create a new order (without any default settings), activate Create new or-
der. 

• To use an existing extraction profile as basis, activate Load existing order. 
• To delete an existing order, activate Delete existing orders. 

 
An extraction of both, the complete sensor data and the already pre-compressed 10-minute-
records, is possible. 

5. Choose the data source by activating FullDataSet or 10 minutes records. 
6. Click Submit request, to confirm your input and continue with the next step. 

 
Info: On choosing Load existing order or Delete existing order, it is important 

to select the requested data source (Select data source) because only the 
respective orders will be displayed. 

 
Depending on the selection you made, the following dialogs differ in some points. Therefore 
both ways are described in the following. Chapter 2.2 describes the FullDataSets Extraction, 
chapter 2.3 the 10MinRec Extraction. 
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2.2 FullDataSets Extraction 

If Create new order has been chosen, the dialog Selection of existing orders will be left 
out. The next dialog will then be Selection of devices, described in chapter 2.2.2. If Delete 
existing orders has been selected, the user will be led to the final dialog Delete order, de-
scribed in chapter 2.2.7.  

The following dialog is shown only if the option Load existing order (see above) has been 
selected. In this step you can select the extraction profile to be used in the following. 

2.2.1 Selection of Existing Extraction Profiles 

 

Fig. 3: Selection of existing orders (FullDataSets) 

The table contains the predefined Templates and all profiles saved by the user (User or-
ders) as selectable options. 

1. In the Templates area, click one of the offered templates, then click one of the 
user orders in the User orders area. 

If you select the checkbox Go directly to parameter page, the dialog changes directly to the 
last dialog List of DSHIP parameter. In this dialog you have to state the time range and the 
target file for the extraction (see figure below). If you do not select the checkbox, you will be 
guided through all the dialogs with the values of the template that appear as default values. 
However, you are free to change these default values. 
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2. If you want to move directly to the last dialog, select the checkbox Go directly to 
parameter page. 

3. Click Load order to load the chosen profile. 
The dialog will be closed and the profile loaded. 

2.2.2 Selection of Devices 

This dialog states all devices defined in DAVIS-SHIP. 

 

Fig. 4: List of DAVIS-SHIP devices 

1. Choose the devices for which you want to select individual sensors later on. 
2. Click Submit request to confirm your choice. 

or 
click Reset request to undo you selection. 
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2.2.3 Selection of Sensors and Values 

This dialog states all defined sensors for the chosen devices. The device names are pre-
sented as headlines. Under the device name the sensors of the respective device are listed. 

 

Fig. 5: List of sensors and values 

In this dialog, you choose the respective sensors and values for data extraction. The individ-
ual sensors are selected by activating the corresponding checkboxes in front of the device 
names. Each sensor offers a sensor specific set of values. The pre-selected values for each 
sensor either result from the chosen template or are default values from the DAVIS-SHIP 
device/sensor description. 

The selections made in this dialog determine the content and the format of the output file. 
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Sensors 
Depending on the selected device a different number of sensors can be selected for data 
extraction. 

Values 
Several values, i.e. also several columns, can be output for each sensor (depending on the 
specifications in the GeSo Editor). 

The following values are possible: 
 
Samples Output of number of measurement data compressed in each interval 

Spot Output of first value of an interval 

Min Minimum value of an interval 

Max Maximum value of an interval 

Mean Average value for the interval 

Variance Variance for the interval 

Std dev Standard deviation for the interval 

Value validity Validity flag for Spot, Min, Max (I=invalid / V=valid) 

Mean validity Validity flag for Mean, Variance, Std dev (I=invalid / V=valid) 
 

Output format 
 
Real Floating point representation  

Integer Integer representation  

Text Text output  

Position lat Position lateral (89 59.9x N  … 89 59.9x S) 

Position lon Position longitudinal (179 59.9x W … 179 59.9x O) 

Position deg Position in degrees    (0.0x  … 359.9x ) 

 

Field width Number of possible output characters, including algebraic sign and 
decimal separator, if any. 

Precision Precision for output of floating point numbers (number of significant 
numbers). 

 
1. Activate the checkboxes of the sensors you wish to extract data from. 
2. Activate the values of the sensors that shall be displayed.  
3. Select Output format, Field width and Precision for each sensor. 
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4. Click Submit request to confirm your choice 
or 
click Reset request to undo your settings. 

 

2.2.4 Sequence of Columns 

In this dialog you can specify the order of columns for the output table. At first the sensors 
are arranged in the order of the previous sensor selection. The numbers in front of the sen-
sor names terminate the order. You can change the order according to your requirements. 

 

Fig. 6: Assignment of column sequence 

1. Assign the column sequence by typing the respective numbers into the text box. 
2. Click Submit request to confirm your choice 

or 
 click Reset request to undo your input. 
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2.2.5 Extraction Parameters 

This dialog appears after sensor selection. Here you can enter any details on the required 
interval, the table format and the output files. 

 

Fig. 7: Extraction parameters 
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Section Time/date of export 
 
Start date/time Start date/time and End date/time specify the interval for 

which the extraction is made. The duration is indicated in 
seconds in the field Duration. The values must be inserted in 
the predefined format. 

The choice whether you specify an end date or a duration 
(time slot) is optional. The respective other value is adjusted 
automatically. Dates and time indications are to be entered in 
the given format. 

Interval The input in this box specifies the period for which the data 
are compressed (e.g. averaging, Min/Max). One data line is 
entered in the output for each interval step. The interval may 
be stated in hours, minutes, seconds or milliseconds. When 
choosing the unit milliseconds, only the input values 50, 100 
and 200 as well as all values divisible by 1000 are allowed.  

Selected extraction takes In this text box an estimated duration of extraction is entered. 
This value changes dynamically according to the changes in 
Interval and Duration. The determined value, however, does 
not take into account probable waiting times that may arise 
due to many parallel inquiries (by several users). The system 
was configured in such way that only a limited number of 
export orders can be processed at the same time. The orders 
are executed according to the rule “first come first service”. 

 

Section File format 
The formal structure of the output file corresponds to a table consisting of lines and columns. 
Each line contains the output values of one interval. The number of columns depends on the 
number of selected sensors and values. 
 
Separator  Separator separates the columns from each other. It can be 

selected from a given set of separators. Additionally it is pos-
sible to set a user defined separator as entry in the field at 
the bottom of the list. 
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End of record marker A marker indicating the end of a record will be chosen here. 

 

Date / time format Each line of the table starts with an indication of the respec-
tive time. The selection for Date / time format determines the 
contents and the form of this entry. Possible variants are 
stated in the selection menu. The option None deactivates 
the output. 

 

Decimal symbol With Decimal symbol you may choose between comma and 
point as decimal separator for floating point numbers. 

Header row There is the option to select whether column headers are to 
be displayed at the beginning of the file containing the val-
ues. 

Max. data file size With the entry field Max. data file size you may state a 
maximum file size in megabyte, if required. If the data volume 
exceeds this value, an according number of files is generated 
automatically to cope with entire data. If you state the value 
zero or activate the checkbox unlimited, the data will not be 
split and all extracted data will be written into one file. 

unlimited When this checkbox is activated the extracted data will be 
written in the one file. 

 

Section Result 
 
File name The results are supplied as files with the name typed in this 

text box. Each time, four files are created having the follow-
ing meaning: 
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<File name>.dat Extracted data 

<File name>.txt Description of data file 

<File name>.log Log information of selected devices 

<File name>.sys Status report of extraction 
 
User name The User name corresponds to the entry of the start dialog. 

Mail address The e-mail will be sent to the address Mail address. 

Get mail If you wish to get informed on the completion of the extrac-
tion by an e-mail, the checkbox Get mail must be selected. 

 

Section Error/invalid value pattern 
The tabular output format requires an output in each line and for each column. In case, there 
are no valid data, substitute values are output. 
 
Error value numeric/ 
Error value alphanumeric/ 
Error value position 

  

These substitute values are set up according to the selec-
tions for the output format. The characters to be set for the 
substitute values depend on the data type (numeric, alpha-
numeric, position). They can be selected from a list. Addi-
tionally, you may also state a user defined character "User 
def." () as entry in the field at the bottom of the selection list. 

 

Include invalid values To display invalid data you can select the checkbox Include 
invalid values. Invalid values will then be treated as if they 
were valid. 

Fit to format To ensure a constant line length in the output file you select 
the checkbox Fit to format. For values that do not fill the 
field width stated for the sensor selection leading blanks will 
be inserted. 

Save order To save the export order (user order) you can select the 
checkbox Save order and type the name under which you 
want to save the order in the text box next to it. 
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Beneath the text box area there is a short explanation about the extraction parameters. 

1. Fill out the text boxes with the needed parameters. 
2. To save your order, activate the check box Save order and type a file name in the 

respective text box. 
3. Click Submit request to confirm your choice 

or 
 click Reset request to reset the form to the default values. 

 

2.2.6 Order Confirmation 

Finally the extraction order is confirmed. You will receive the following message with a link to 
the respective directory in which the results will be located and a note on the names of the 
generated files. 

 

Fig. 8: Order confirmation 
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Additionally to a link leading to the directory of the saved order, three more links are provided 
at the bottom of the page. 
 
define another extraction This link leads back to the start page of DSHIP Extraction to 

create new order. 

DAVIS-SHIP-Homepage This link leads to the  DAVIS-SHIP home page. 

***FS-Vessel*** This link leads to the home page of the vessel. 

 

1. Click on the link http://DSHIP_Admin/ results/<Username> to have a look at the 
results of the extraction 
or 

 click on one of the other links to access the respective home pages. 
 
The following figure shows the e-mail sent to the user to inform about a successful order. 

 

Fig. 9: E-mail confirmation 
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2.2.7 Delete Order 

You can reach this dialog by selecting the option "Delete existing orders" from the start 
page (see chapter 2.1 User log-in and Selection of Data Source). The following dialog shows 
all existing user orders for FullDataSets in a list.  

 

Fig. 10: Deletion of existing user orders 

1. Activate the check box of the order you want to delete, and then click Delete. 
A confirmation of the executed deletions is displayed in the following dialog: 
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Fig. 11: Deletion confirmation 

Three links are provided at the bottom of the page: 
 
define another extraction This link leads back to the start page of DSHIP Extraction to 

create new order. 

DAVIS-SHIP-Homepage This link leads to the DAVIS-SHIP home page. 

***FS-Vessel*** This link leads to the home page of the vessel. 
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2.2.8 Results 

The following files are delivered as result of the data extraction. The displayed data refer to 
the above examples. 

2.2.8.1 Output File *.txt 
The following example contains a summary of the extraction order.  
 
 
# Export of DSHIP data 
 
Order file = OrderAAAR1aafl 
User = test user 
Destination path = results/tuser 
Destination file = user_order_2 (.txt / .dat / .log / .sys) 
 
Separator = "\t" 
End of record = "\n" 
Decimal symbol = "," 
Pattern for non valid numerical values = "9" 
Pattern for non valid alfanumerical values = " " 
Pattern for non valid position values = " " 
 
Start date/time = 11.03.2003 07:00:00 
End date/time = 11.03.2003 16:00:00 
Interval = 60000 milli-sec 
BlockingFactor = 60 
 
Header row = True 
Date/Time columns = YYYY/MM/DD\tHH:mm:SS 
 
No of channels = 2 
 
Channel 1 
   Device      = "Glonass" 
   Sensor      = "Latitude" 
   Format      = "PosLat" 
   Length      = 12 
   Precision   = 2 
   Phys. Unit  = " " 
   Calculation = "None" 
   Delivered values = Spot Min Max  
Channel 2 
   Device      = "Glonass" 
   Sensor      = "Longitude" 
   Format      = "PosLon" 
   Length      = 12 
   Precision   = 2 
   Phys. Unit  = " " 
   Calculation = "None" 
   Delivered values = Spot Min Max 
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2.2.8.2 Output File *.dat 

The *.dat file contains measurement data. For a better overview the following table shows 
a part of measurement data as it can also be seen when opened in MS-Excel. 
 
Date Time Glonass Glonass Glonass Glonass Glonass Glonass 

  Latitude Latitude Latitude Longitude Longitude Longitude 

  Spot Min Max Spot Min Max 

... ...       

... ...       

11.03.2003 12:58:00  36 16,89 S  36 16,89 S  36 16,87 S  73  2,06 W  73  2,06 W  73  2,05 W

11.03.2003 12:59:00  36 16,87 S  36 16,87 S  36 16,79 S  73  2,05 W  73  2,05 W  73  2,05 W

11.03.2003 13:00:00  36 16,79 S  36 16,79 S  36 16,71 S  73  2,05 W  73  2,05 W  73  2,04 W

11.03.2003 13:01:00  36 16,70 S  36 16,70 S  36 16,61 S  73  2,04 W  73  2,04 W  73  2,03 W

11.03.2003 13:02:00  36 16,60 S  36 16,60 S  36 16,49 S  73  2,03 W  73  2,03 W  73  2,01 W

11.03.2003 13:03:00  36 16,49 S  36 16,49 S  36 16,37 S  73  2,01 W  73  2,01 W  73  2,00 W

11.03.2003 13:04:00  36 16,37 S  36 17,01 S  36 16,35 S  73  2,00 W  73  2,08 W  73  2,00 W

11.03.2003 13:05:00  36 16,95 S  36 16,95 S  36 16,90 S  73  2,06 W  73  2,06 W  73  2,06 W

... ...       

... ...       

 
Invalid values will be replaced by substitute values (see chapter 2.2.5 Extraction Parame-
ters). 

2.2.8.3 Output File *.log 

Log entries of the selected devices will be written to the file *.log. If there are no entries for 
the set export time, this file can be empty except for the header. 
 
 
Date Time Type Level Device Event Message 
2003/03/11 08:01:14 Event Information Glonass State Stopped 
2003/03/11 08:06:14 Event Information Glonass State Started 
2003/03/11 09:53:46 Event Information Glonass State Stopped 
2003/03/11 10:09:26 Event Information Glonass State Started 
2003/03/11 10:11:48 Event Information Glonass State Stopped 
2003/03/11 10:12:43 Event Information Glonass State Started 
2003/03/11 10:13:43 Event Information Glonass State Stopped 
2003/03/11 10:15:36 Event Information Glonass State Started 
2003/03/11 11:01:51 Event Information Glonass State Stopped 
2003/03/11 11:25:20 Event Information Glonass State Started 
2003/03/11 11:56:47 Event Information Glonass State Stopped 
2003/03/11 12:58:33 Event Information Glonass State Started 
2003/03/11 13:05:46 Event Information Glonass State Stopped 
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2.2.8.4 Output File  *.sys 

This file contents status information about the processed extraction. You can see how much 
time has been spent to extract the needed data. Moreover there can be seen, how many 
data sets (lines in the *.dat file) have been exported and how many Log-Entries processed. 
 
 
Export started: 12.03.2003 08:13:52 
Reading order file: OrderAAAR1aafl 
   35 lines read from order file 
Checking order 
Prepare inventory file 
Performing export of data and logs/events 
   541 data records exported 
   13 log/events processed 
Export finished: 12.03.2003 08:13:56 
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2.3 10MinRec-Extraction 
The dialogs for extraction of 10 minute records are similar to FullDataSets dialogs. It is pos-
sible to define, load or delete orders. 

2.3.1 Loading of Pre-Configured Orders 

After choosing the option 10 minute records and Load existing order, the list of available 
system- and user-orders for 10 minute records will be shown. 

 

Fig. 12: Selection of pre-configured orders 

1. Choose a template from the Template-section and a profile from the section User. 
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2.3.2 List of Sensors and Values 

The devices and sensors for which 10 minute records are generated are configured by the 
administrator. Therefore no separate dialog for choosing devices is available but a list with all 
sensors 10 minute records are calculated for. 

 

Fig. 13: 10MinRec – value selection 

In the figure shown above a part of the sensor list is displayed. The position values are listed 
in section General because they were generated regardless of other sensors in the list. 

1. Activate the check boxes of the Sensors and corresponding values you need. For 
information about the offered selection, see chapter 2.2.3 Selection of Sensors and 
Values). 
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2.3.3 Column Sequence  

Corresponding to FullDataSets (see chapter 0  

Sequence of Columns) you can choose your preferred column sequence. 

 

Fig. 14: 10MinRec – Defining the column sequence 

Additionally, it is possible to select data for an extraction by defining a rectangle with the help 
of geographical coordinates. 

1. To select data by means of geographical coordinates, choose Select range by 
position. 

2. Click on Submit request to confirm your choice 
or  
click on Reset request to reset the form to the default values. 

 
If you chose Select range by time you can skip the following subchapter.  
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2.3.4 Range Selection Through Pair of Positions 

It is possible to extract 10 minute records by the use of a rectangle defined by geographical 
coordinates. The following figure shows the dialog that appears when the option Select 
range by position has been chosen in the preceding dialog as method for determining ex-
traction range. 

 

Fig. 15:  Range selection by positions 

A rectangle can be defined by two coordinates given to the system. The System then 
searches for all routes in its data base, running through the defined rectangle and displays 
the results in the next dialog. The system searches all routes running through this rectangle. 
The routes themselves were printed with start and end time on the following page. 
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1. In section Top-left corner of rectangle type the coordinates for the upper left cor-
ner of the rectangle and in section Bottom-right corner of rectangle fill in the co-
ordinates of the lower right corner. 

2. Click on Submit request to confirm your choice 
or  
click on Reset request to reset the form to the default values. 

 

Fig. 16: Route selection 

 
Note: If a very thin rectangle has been chosen, it may be that the System found 

only very few (or only one) position coordinates per route. 
 

3. Activate the options button of the needed route to take over start and end time. 
4. Click Submit request to confirm your choice 

or 
click Reset request to undo your settings. 
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2.3.5 Extraction Parameters 

The way of selecting extraction parameters is identical to the way described for FullDataSets 
in chapter 2.2.5 except for the Interval. 

 

Fig. 17: 10MinRecs – Extraction parameters, section Time/date of export 

In this context the interval is fixed to ten minutes because 10 minute records are already 
processed values. 

Below the text box area a short description of the parameters can be found. 

1. Fill out the text boxes with the needed extraction parameters.(More Information 
about the parameters can be found in chapter 2.2.5 Extraction Parameters.) 

2. To save your order, activate the check box Save order and type a file name in the 
respective text box. 

3. Click Submit request to confirm your settings 
or 

 click Reset request to reset the form to the default values. 
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2.3.6 Order Confirmation 

The generated order will be confirmed in the same way as FullDataSets. (see chapter 2.2.6 
Order Confirmation). 

 

Fig. 18: 10MinRecs – Order confirmation 

During the 10-MinRec-Extraction only three output files will be generated. The log entries will 
not be extracted. 
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2.3.7 Delete Order 

The Deletion of an order is done in almost the same way as for FullDataSets (see chapter 
2.2.7 Delete Order), but as data source the option 10 minute records in the dialog Selec-
tion for existing orders had to be selected beforehand. 

The following dialog shows a list with all existing user orders (templates) for 10MinRec data. 

 

Fig. 19: Delete order 

1. Activate the checkbox of the respective order you want to delete, then click Delete 
to confirm your choice. 
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You will then see a confirmation dialog about deleted data. 

 

Fig. 20: Deletion confirmation  

2.3.8 Results 

During the 10-MinRec-Extraction three output files will be generated which will be shown in 
the following subchapters. There is no log file (*.log) as log entries will not be extracted. 

2.3.8.1 Output File: *.txt 

As for FullDataSets in the *.txt file the extraction order is described.  
 
 
# Export of DSHIP 10MinRec-data 
 
Order file = OrderAAA3BaGYy 
User = test user 
Destination path = results/tuser 
Destination file = user_order_10MinRec (.txt / .dat / .sys) 
 
Separator = "\t" 
End of record = "\n" 
Decimal symbol = "," 
Pattern for non valid numerical values = "9" 
Pattern for non valid alfanumerical values = " " 
Pattern for non valid position values = " " 
 
Start date/time = 11.03.2003 08:00:00 
End date/time = 12.03.2003 09:00:00 
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Interval = 10 min 
Header row = True 
Date/Time columns = YYYY/MM/DD\tHH:mm:SS 
 
No of channels = 2 
 
Channel 1 
   Device           = "<General>" 
   Sensor           = "Position Latitude" 
   Format           = "Latitude" 
   Length           = 15 
   Precision        = 5 
   Delivered values = Spot 
Channel 2 
   Device           = "<General>" 
   Sensor           = "Position Longitude" 
   Format           = "Longitude" 
   Length           = 15 
   Precision        = 5 
   Delivered values = Spot 
 

 

2.3.8.2 Output File:  *.dat 

The extracted data are saved in the *.dat file. 
 

Date Time General General 
  Position Lati-

tude 
Position Longi-
tude 

  Spot Spot 
    
2003/03/11 08:00:00                               
2003/03/11 08:10:00                               
2003/03/11 08:20:00  36 18,44055 S  73  2,07220 W 
2003/03/11 08:30:00  36 18,39014 S  73  2,07466 W 
2003/03/11 08:40:00  36 18,37682 S  73  2,07547 W 
2003/03/11 08:50:00  36 18,35326 S  73  2,07670 W 
2003/03/11 09:00:00  36 18,32969 S  73  2,07793 W 

 

2.3.8.3  Output File:  *.sys 

This file contains statistical information about the extraction order. 
 
 
Export started: 12.03.2003 09:41:57 
Prepare inventory file 
Performing export of data 
   151 data records exported 
Export finished: 12.03.2003 09:41:58 
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